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Hip: The History is the story of how American pop culture has evolved throughout the twentieth century to its current position as world cultural touchstone. How did hip become such an obsession? From sex and music to fashion and commerce, John Leland tracks the arc of ideas as they move from subterranean Bohemia to Madison Avenue and back again. Hip: The History examines how hip has helped shape -- and continues to influence -- America's view of itself, and provides an incisive account of hip's quest for authenticity.

This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.    

       About the Author

John Leland is a reporter for the New York Times and former editor in chief of Details, and he was an original columnist at SPIN magazine. Robert Christgau of the Village Voice called him "the best American postmod critic (the best new American rock critic period)," and Chuck D of Public Enemy said the nasty parts of the song "Bring the Noise" were written about him. He lives in Manhattan's East Village with his wife, Risa, and son, Jordan.
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MATLAB Programming for Numerical AnalysisApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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Professional Software Development: Shorter Schedules, Higher Quality Products, More Successful Projects, Enhanced CareersAddison Wesley, 2003
Can you deliver 90% of your software on time, within budget,  and fully meet the user's real requirements? Would you like to? Best-selling  author Steve McConnell provides a compelling argument for turning software  success into an everyday habit by advancing the software profession itself-at  the individual, organizational, and...
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Innovation Passport: The IBM First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) Journey From Research to RealityIBM Press, 2009

	“Finally! A book that lays out a thorough yet workable path to collaborative innovation! With a highly readable style and using great examples, Frederich and Andrews describe the process by which IBM makes collaborative innovation work from a process, company, and customer standpoint. By following the guidelines...
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Bayesian Essentials with R (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	This Bayesian modeling book provides a self-contained entry to computational Bayesian statistics. Focusing on the most standard statistical models and backed up by real datasets and an all-inclusive R (CRAN) package called bayess, the book provides an operational methodology for conducting Bayesian inference, rather than focusing on its...
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Embedded DSP Processor Design, Volume 2: Application Specific Instruction Set Processors (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book's "how-to" approach will help engineers design powerful, flexible products, while minimizing cost and power-consumption!     

       This book provides design methods for Digital Signal Processors and Application Specific Instruction set Processors, based on the author's extensive, industrial design experience....
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2007
Unleash the hidden potential for professional image editing in Adobe® Photoshop® Elements with this project-based, real-world guide.

Using step-by-step instructions and accompanying movie tutorials, Mark Galer leads you through the less well-known and most powerful post-production editing techniques Adobe® Photoshop®...
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